and emphatic manner of any such act or design.   Can a reasonable & enlightened community require more?   I think not.
The sequel of Major Eaton's career presented an instructive commentary on the past and fully justified the opinion I had formed in regard to the effect of my resignation in commending him to the favor of those by whom he and his had been so unsparingly condemned. His lax political notions, for they could scarcely ever be said to have risen to the dignity of opinions, with his easy dispositions in respect to most things, were well calculated to expose him to the sinister intrigues of a class of habitual hangers-on at the seat of Government, whose business it is to practice upon the credulity of public functionaries and to serve, in their way, an administration or a party which will countenance, patronize or employ them; of course they prefer the party which uses the most money and which is most tolerant of politicians of easy virtue. When the Democratic party is in power and its representative at the head of the government is a democrat in fact as well 'as in name, acting always in the spirit of its simple, just and abstemious precepts that the world is governed too much., and that the benefits and burdens of ° necessary Government should be distributed equally and impartially, doctrines favored by fanners and mechanics, who constitute a vast majority of the party,—when he duly appreciates his proud position as the Chief Magistrate of a Government founded on public virtue, whose duty it is to suppress indirections of every description, a wall of separation has always stood between this class and the administration. Such was emphatically the case at the time of which we are speaking. President Jackson's well understood principles and the struggle in which he was engaged with the Bank and with other selfish and corrupt interests in the Country served to range that political brotherhood unanimously on the side of the opposition to his administration. Their attention was forthwith directed towards Major Eaton, backed by the arts and appliances which they so well understand, to seduce him from the relations in which he had before stood towards his party and friends. Their first movement in this direction was to cause him to be appointed President of the Ohio and Chesapeake Canal Company. This appointment was the more easily obtained in consequence of the desire of the Company to obtain assistance from the Federal Government and their hope of deriving increased facilities to that end by the installation of a personal friend of the President at the head of their board of directors. But the ground
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